
Masterfully crafted Hickory 
engineered flooring
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Hickory 
Impressions 
Homestead

Crafted with modern chisel cut techniques, 
our Hickory Impressions Homestead range is 

creating a new standard in timber flooring 
designed for the Australian market whilst 

achieving an elegant design with a touch  
of rustic charm. 

Skilled craftsmen finish each plank using 
carefully selected top-quality hardwood from 
North America, resulting in a floor that tells a 

story through knots, mineral streaks, bird peaks, 
cracks and the subtle artistry of hand scraping 

and tool marks.

Australian Select Timbers offers you a durable 
and low-maintenance solution, perfectly  

suited for the demands of family life.  
More than a flooring option, it’s a practical 
lifestyle decision, maintaining its character  

with ease for generations.

Hickory Homestead  
is the ideal choice 

for stunning natural 
timber that captures  

the Australian  
classic style
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Hickory Profile

With centuries of experience, the processing  
of native hardwoods in North America dates back  
to the industry’s rich history. The sustainability  
of American hardwood forests stands as a global 
benchmark due to its diligent application of Best 
Management Practices (BMP). These expansive 
hardwood forests not only sustain a thriving standard  
of timber but also support a diverse wildlife 
population, underscoring the success of their 
conservation efforts.

Hickory, a prized hardwood variety, remains far from 
endangered, revered for its remarkable strength, 
toughness, durability and hardness. Widely sought 
after, American Hickory can be found in tool handles, 
drumsticks, baseball bats, wooden wheels, furniture 
and flooring.

Our chisel cut Hickory Impressions Homestead pays 
homage to this legacy, meticulously handcrafted 
with a range of board lengths to replicate the 
timeless appeal of a traditional solid timber floor.

The 2100mm long board is complemented by random 
lengths starting from 600mm and upwards, while 
the 178mm wide plank seamlessly harmonises with 
diverse design styles, infusing a tasteful authenticity 
into any home. The Hickory Impressions Homestead, 
lightly hand scraped with surface brushing and 
artfully adorned with tool marks, exudes a time-worn 
look and texture – a nod to a historic style that is 
both enduring and timeless.
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The Range

From deep and luxurious mahogany to rustic and 
earthy chestnut, the Hickory Homestead colour 
range has been carefully selected to suit every 
style and preference. 

Whether you’re aiming for a classic look, natural 
rustic charm or a cozy and inviting ambience,  
we have the perfect colour choice to transform 
your home.

*Boards length & width may vary from batch to batch due to the unique 
character of Amercian Hickory materials. Nested boards refers that the 
packs contain both short & full length boards. Minimum length 600mm.

Dimensions 2100mm x 178mm x 12mm* 

Veneer 2mm American Hickory 

Surface UV Lacquer 9 - 11 Coats 
Coating

Surface Matte, Rustic Hand Scraped 
Finish

Joining Tongue and Groove 
System

Edging Bevelled 

Pack 2.243m² 
Size

Pack 19kg 
Weight

Board 50% Nested Boards in Packs* 
Lengths

Colour 

Walnut
2100 x 178 x 12mm6



Chestnut

Walnut

Auburn Hazel

Savannah

Madeira

FlaxseedAcorn

NutmegMaroochiMilletHusk

Colours

NEW NEW

NEW NEWNEW
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Tongue and Groove

The Tongue and Groove (T&G) joining system is a tried 
and tested profile that provides superior strength and 
stability whilst also minimising floor movement.

The T&G joining system allows more options when 
it comes to the installation process, making it the 
preferred choice amongst most professional builders 
and installers.

The prime benefit of a T&G profile is that you can 
choose to use either the ‘Glue Down Method’ or 
‘Floating Floor Method’ installation option. 

With fewer installation issues and minimised 
concerns about movement, the T&G joining system 
makes it a versatile option in any space.

Glue Down Installation Method 

Compared with other locking systems, the T&G joining 
system is easy to install and easy to use, resulting in 
a perfectly solid feeling with no movement*. Glue is 
applied by a professional directly under the boards 
for a stable finish.

Floating Floor Installation Method 

Where the floating floor method is preferred, the 
T&G joining system requires the use of a crosslinking 
PVA adhesive between the boards. This secure bond 
reduces any potential creaking and squeaking from 
your floor while also ensuring the joining system does 
not loosen up. The glue between the joints also acts 
as a sealant, so that in the case of any spillages,  
it limits water seeping in between the floorboards. 

*Subject to subfloor levelling.

The Tongue and Groove joining system 
provides superior strength and stability  
to minimise floor movement
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Colour 
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Colour 

Husk
2100 x 178 x 12mm

It’s what’s on 
the inside that 
counts
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Hickory’s beauty and unique timber 
characters will transform any space  
into a place where rustic charm  
meets contemporary.
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Hickory Impressions 
is your environmentally  

sustainable choice

At Australian Select Timbers we take pride in our  
commitment to sustainability.

Hickory Impressions uses up to 90% less Hickory in the top veneer 
when compared to a traditional solid Hickory floor. We are proud to 
contribute positive change to the flooring industry by reducing our 
impact on the environment by selecting only certified and forestry  

managed plantation timbers.

For more information visit asttimbers.com.au

VS

Hickory 
Impressions 

Flooring

Traditional  
Solid Hickory 

Flooring



SelectCare
Floor Cleaning Solutions

+
lay care

+ +

love

Keep it clean with Australian Select Timbers 
SelectCare+ Your complete floor care cleaning solution.

SelectUnderlay - 2mm and 3mm

Available in 2mm or 3mm, our EVA Acoustic Underlay offers  
a higher density fabrication compared to standard closed cell foam,  
exceeding thermal and acoustic standards for residential and 
commercial applications. 

Square Edge Stair Nosings

Hickory Impressions stair nosing allows you to continue your floor scheme 
where there are stairs. Colours are available for the entire range. 

 - Architecturally designed

 - Manufactured from pre-finished engineered timber 

 - 1890mm x 90mm x 12mm

Solid Timber Scotia

Finish the edge of your Hickory Impressions floor with our premium 
designed solid scotia. Colours are available for the entire range. 

 - Manufactured from solid timber

 - 1900mm x 18mm x 18mm

SelectTrims - Adjustable

We offer high quality aluminium adjustable trims to finish off your  
floor space.

 - Available profiles: C-Channel + H-Channel

 - C-Channel: 3400mm x 22mm x 12-15mm

 - H-Channel: 3400mm x 38mm x 12-15mm

 - Available in Black, Champagne, Silver and Woodgrain finishes. 
 

SelectAccessories
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Hickory Impressions Homestead is manufactured, marketed and distributed by Australian Select Timbers. Please note this brochure was written by Australian Select Timbers 
Pty Ltd. All the information is specified correctly while writing and publication of the brochure. The company reserves the right to change the specifications of this product at 
any time without prior notice to third parties. We cannot guarantee that the colours you see printed on this brochure or displayed online accurately portrays the true colours of 
the floorboards. Electrical device’s monitors and/or screens are not calibrated equally and colour reproduction on the Internet is not precise. Swatch colours can be verified by 
ordering a complimentary offcut sample from our website or visiting an Australian Select Timbers’ retail partner to view in-store.

www.asttimbers.com.au


